MEMORANDUM

23 February 2012

To: UNLV Campus Community

From: Michael W. Bowers
Executive Vice President & Provost

Subject: Approved Name Change: From Center for Mathematics and Science Education To Center for Mathematics, Science, and Engineering Education

The NSHE Academic Affairs Council approved the following name change at their December 2011 meeting. This is the final approval.

FROM: Center for Mathematics and Science Education

TO: Center for Mathematics, Science, and Engineering Education

Effective Date: January 1, 2012

The Center for Mathematics and Science Education brings together faculty in the College of Sciences and the College of Education with the leadership of the Clark County School District on matters of common interest and importance to all stakeholders. The Center provides a single point of contact between the university and the school district on collaborative projects. The Center's reach will be broadened to include and engage the Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering, in order to ensure even more robust collaborations. Doing so will allow the university and the school district to be fully aligned in support of the national Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Education Coalition, which works to support STEM programs for teachers and students at the U.S. Department of Education, the National Science Foundation, and other agencies that offer STEM related programs. The Center will continue to promote cooperation and collaboration on the design of joint grant proposals as well as implementation and evaluation activities on education related projects in the broadly defined STEM areas.

Please note for lists, databases, and generation of appropriate codes, etc.
For further information, please contact the College of Education at (702) 895-3375.
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